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TheTIP International Seminar - 

Best Practices against Islamophobia

The European TheTIP project explores theatre as a tool for fighting Islamophobia. It also wants to 
contribute to a more extensive line of study about the use of art to raise awareness, sensitise and 
denounce Islamophobia.

The project aims at supporting and developing spaces for interaction and debate between 
organisations, researchers, experts and people interested and engaged with the subject.
Best practices and innovative models from all member States were collected through desk and field 
research to stimulate civil contribution and new policies to fight Islamophobia and discrimination.

The seminar's objective: the conference aims to share and exchange good practices against 
Islamophobia implemented by different actors and organisations in Europe.
Representatives from European entities and organisations will present their work. We will invite 
questions from the audience and a discussion after the talks.

Day: 20th September from 10am to 12.30am
Mode: virtual, Zoom

inscriptions in: info@patothom.org
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SAFI – Stop als fenomens Islamofobs  (Catalonia / SPAIN) - Speaker: Martin Lundsteen 

SAFI is a multidisciplinary, plural and independent group that proposes itself as a space for meeting, research,
training and reporting on Islamophobic discourses and practices, especially those that take place in Catalonia.
From SAFI, we understand Islamophobia as any act of discrimination, hostile attitude or harm caused to a
person or group by the fact of being identified as a Muslim, as well as any discourse that encourages and / or
normalizes these practices.

Description   of the    practice  :  ODIC is  the first  Observatory on Islamophobia in Catalonia and Spain,
although for the moment it's limited to Catalonia. In its current state, it is a project that aims to monitor and
centralize  all  allegations  of  Islamophobia that  occur in  Catalonia.  Reporting,  both  judicially  and socially,  is
important for two reasons: on the one hand, people who suffer from this discrimination can find justice, and, on
the other hand, it is very important to make visible that the phenomenon not only exists but that indeed the
figures are alarming.

More information: SAFI / ODIC

Fundación Al Fanar para el Conocimiento Árabe (SPAIN) - Speaker: Ibrahim Rifi 

With vast experience in the Arab World, this Foundation aims to build understanding bridges between European
and Arab societies. 
Fundación Al Fanar has a solid expertise on policy advisory, media analysis, Arab World and Islam, hate speech 
and islamophobia, media self-regulation, translation, training programs, lobbying and advocacy, and a 
multidisciplinary network of civil society organizations, policy makers and institutions. 

Description   of the   practice  : Observatory of Islamophobia in the Media (Observatorio de la islamofobia en 
los medios). Launched in 2017, the Observatory of Islamophobia in the Media aims to support media in a self-
regulatory path against islamophobia and create awareness as a necessary process for societies to successfully 
digest nowadays’ multicultural societies and, therefore, pave the way to improved integration strategies. 

More information: http://www.observatorioislamofobia.org/ 
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Moroccan Association for Immigrants Integration (SPAIN) - Speaker: Patricia OLCINA

This Moroccan Association works on different levels of social intervention. We provide support to people at a 
high risk of social exclusion. Some of our activities are focused on young immigrants and legal counseling about
foreign office procedures, as well as intercultural advocacy.

Description   of the   practice  : The National Program for Anti-Muslim Hatred Prevention - Programa 
Nacional contra la Islamofobia

The National Program for Anti-Muslim Hatred Prevention public funded by Asylum, Migration and Integration 
Fund (AMIF). Our main goals are:

    • To pay specially attention to Islamophobia discrimination cases. Also, we take into a special account to 
improve their knowledge about Civil Rights and social assets provided by Spanish government.

    • To raise awareness and capacity to spot Islamophobia incidents as well as other hate discourses related to 
it as xenophobia.

    • To train third sector professionals, Public employees and students. 

More information:  https://www.islamofobia.es / islamofobia.asociacionmarroqui@gmail.com 

Amnesty International (France) - Speaker: Philippe DUBERNET

Amnesty International France is a non-governmental organisation whose main objective is the respect of human
rights for all.

It  is  a movement independent of any government, political  tendency, economic interest or religious belief.
Amnesty International was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1977 and has consultative status with the United
Nations, and their actions are aimed at defending human rights.

The organisation  is  engaged in  several  struggles  simultaneously,  including the  protection  of  migrants  and
refugees, the fight against discrimination, freedom of expression, etc.

Description   of the   practice  : In the framework of human rights education and the fight against discrimination, 
Amnesty International intervenes in schools on these themes by encouraging the reflection and participation of 
pupils. The aim is to encourage the emergence of good practices to prevent or react to racist or discriminatory 
discourse and practices.

More information: https://www.amnesty.fr/
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The Coalition of Cities against Racism (Germany) - Speaker: Evein OBULOR (to be confirmed)

ECCAR  is an initiative launched by UNESCO in 2004 to establish a network of cities interested in exchanging 
experiences to improve their policies against racism, discrimination and xenophobia.

Municipalities  are  a key  factor  in  ensuring that  all  citizens,  regardless  of  their  nationality,  ethnic,  cultural,
religious or social background, can live in dignity, security and justice.

On 10 December 2004, the "European Coalition of Cities against Racism" met in Nuremberg, and a "10-Point
Action Plan" was adopted. 

Description of the practice  :   Intervention on one of the points of their action plan:

• To set up a monitoring, vigilance and solidarity network against racism at the level of the municipality.

• Initiate  or  further develop data collection on racism and discrimination,  set achievable targets  and
establish common indicators to assess the impact of public policies

• -  To  support  victims  of  racism  and  discrimination  and  help  strengthen  their  capacity  to  defend
themselves.

• To ensure, through a participatory approach, including consultations with service users and providers,
that  the  city's  inhabitants  are  better  informed  about  their  rights  and  duties,  about  the  means  of
protection and legal remedies and about the risks involved in a racist act or behaviour.

• - Facilitate fair  employment practices and promote diversity in the labour market by exercising the
discretion of municipal authorities.

• - The city is committed to ensuring equality of opportunity as an employer and providing an equitable
service. It is committed to the monitoring, training and development necessary to achieve this goal.

• To strengthen the fight against discrimination in access to housing within the municipality through a
proactive policy.

• To strengthen measures against discrimination in access to, and enjoyment of, all forms of education;
and to promote the teaching of mutual tolerance, mutual understanding and intercultural dialogue.

• To ensure fair representation and promotion of the diversity of cultural expressions and heritages of
inhabitants in cultural programmes, in the collective memory and in the municipal public space; and to
promote interculturality in municipal life.

• Support or establish mechanisms to deal with hate crimes and to manage conflicts.

More information: https://www.eccar.info/
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Project Hatemeter (Italy) - Speaker: Gabriele Baratto

Mrs. Baratto, PhD, Research fellow at the University of Trento, Faculty of Law (IT)

Description of the practice:  Hatemeter - Hate speech tool for monitoring, analysing and tackling Anti-Muslim
hatred online. 

Project Hatemeter aims at systematising, augmenting and sharing knowledge on Anti-Muslim hatred online, and
at increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of NGO/CSOs in preventing and tackling Islamophobia at EU level,
by developing and testing an ICT tool (i.e., HATEMETER platform) that automatically monitors and analyses
Internet and social media data on the phenomenon, and produces computer-assisted responses and hints to
support  counter-narratives  and  awareness  raising  campaigns. Project  funded  by  European  Commission  –
Directorate-General Justice and Consumers, REC Action Grant (REC-DISC-AG-2016)

More information: http://hatemeter.eu/

YES Project and MEET Project (Italy) - Speaker: (name to confirm)

L'Albero della Vita Foundation operates in Italy and some developing countries to promote rights, fostering 
children, families, and communities. The Foundation is also engaged in tackling Islamophobia and discrimination
against Muslim communities and promoting a culture of respect for diversity.

Description of the practice  s   YES Project   and   MEET Project  : Both projects are coordinated by Fondazione 
L’Albero della Vita and co-funded by the European Union’s Rights, Equality and Citizenship Programme (2014-
2020).

• YES - Youth Empowerment Support for Muslim Communities - The YES Project supports the training 
of younger generations to become Equity Defenders and spread awareness within their communities 
about the rights and legal instruments that people can use to demand justice and defend their rights.
Equity Defenders are second-generation migrants and migrants, male and female, with less than 30 
years who feel a strong desire to help their community and promote an inclusive society.

• MEET - More Equal Europe Together - The  MEET project  wants to contribute to the prevention of
islamophobia and discrimination against women and girls by empowering key actors at local level to
build a culture of tolerance and respect, and fostering a positive narrative of muslim girls and women
targeting youth and young leaders. 

https://meet-project.alberodellavita.org/yes/  -- https://meet-project.alberodellavita.org/ 

https://meet-project.alberodellavita.org/yes/
http://hatemeter.eu/
https://meet-project.alberodellavita.org/
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Cronache di Ordinario Razzismo (Roma, Italy) - Speaker: (to be confirmed)

Lunaria-  Associazione  di  Promozione  Sociale is  a  non-profit,  independent  association  that  promotes
peace, social and economic justice and equality, civil participation, social inclusion, and intercultural dialogue.
Lunaria supports processes of social  change at the local,  national  and international level through advocacy
activities, political-cultural animation, communication, non-formal education, training and research, information
and awareness campaigns, and networking.

Description of the practice: Cronache di ordinario razzismo is an observatory created by Lunaria as a tool to 
monitor, report and document daily racism in Italy. In 2011 it became a website collecting and reporting cases 
of racism, hate speech and hate crimes reported by individuals and various entities engaged in antiracism and 
anti-discrimination. Lunaria was then able to build a database that is periodically updated including more than 
7426 cases and many publications.

More information: http://www.cronachediordinariorazzismo.org/

Mariem SABIL (France)

Mrs. Sabil is a lawyer specialising in issues related to fundamental freedoms, human rights activist.

Description of the good practice: Actions to combat Islamophobia can be organised around three main areas: 
law, education and culture. They also require taking into account a socio-spatial approach to discrimination 
affecting Muslim populations or those presumed to be Muslim.

Similarly, Islamophobia cannot be analysed without making links with other types of discrimination such as
sexism, etc.

These intersections,  both vertical  and horizontal,  have led to the creation and development of  awareness-
raising and self-defence workshops in the face of acts of discrimination and violence against individuals or
organisations because of their real or assumed membership of the Muslim religion.

These workshops, based on role-playing games led by a lawyer and a psychologist, were carried out in two
stages  and  aimed  at  two  distinct  groups.  Firstly,  by  training  local  actors,  associations  and  volunteers  to
accompany victims of Islamophobia (procedure for filing a complaint, difficulties, the weight of this racism,
language tools etc.).

Secondly, by training a specific public that has been or is likely to be confronted with acts of Islamophobia. This
double circular and vertical approach makes it possible to effectively accompany victims of Islamophobia.


